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[1]

Directorate "Net Futures" organised an Information Day on 31 January 2014 presenting the Future
Internet topics within Call 1 (opened on 11 December 2013, closing date: 23 April 2014) of the
new EU framework programme for Research and Innovation, Horizon 2020 [2].
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31/01/2014
Venue:
Albert Borschette Building, Rue Froissart 36, 1040 Brussels, 31/01/2014
Speaker:
During the event the participants were given a general presentation in the morning on the
programme and its instruments followed by four parallel sessions. Future Internet topics were
introduced within the LEIT work programme 2014 – 2015.
The parallel sessions in the afternoon were dedicated to networking and opened the stage for
participants to present their visions and ideas for research and innovation actions.

LATEST UPDATES
●

Webstreaming:
The plenary session (9.30 am – 11 am) was webstreamed and the recording is available here
[3]

●

Q+A (15 min at the end of the plenary session):
Questions asked during the plenary session are available here [4].
Answers to the questions are available here [5].

Participants List
The participants list is available here [6]
Please note that this list only displays participants with a public profile

Presentations
Opening Plenary
●
●
●
●
●

EC Presentation - Innovation in Horizon 2020 [7]
EC presentation - HORIZON 2020 [8]
EC presentation - How to Go about RRI and SSH in ICT-related parts of H2020 WP14-15? [9]
EC presentation - ICT 31 - 2014: Human-centric Digital Age [10]
EC presentation - Types of actions and General Rules and Procedures [11]

Parallel Session on Network Technologies
●

Network Technologies [12]

Parallel Session on Software and Services, Cloud
●
●
●
●

Software and Services, Cloud [13]
ICT 7: Advanced cloud infrastructures and services [14]
ICT 9: Tools and Methods for Software Development [15]
EU-Japan Coordinated Call [16]

Parallel Session on Net Innovation
●

ICT 13 Specific Challenge Web Entrepreneurship [17]

Parallel Session on Experimental Platforms
ICT 11. Future Internet Research & Experimentation (FIRE+) [18]
●

Frequently Asked Questions on FIRE+ [19]

Networking Sessions
Plese click here to access the presentations [20] for the networking sessions. Choose the session that
interests you by using the tabs at the top of the page.

Related Documents
●
●

Agenda [21]
HORIZON 2020 - WORK PROGRAMME 2014 – 2015 - LEIT - ICT [22]

Related Documents:
Agenda - Information Day H2020 (Future Internet) on 31 January 2014 [21]
EC Presentation - Innovation in Horizon 2020 [7]
EC presentation - HORIZON 2020 [8]
EC presentation - How to Go about RRI and SSH in ICT-related parts of H2020 WP14-15? [9]

EC presentation - ICT 31 - 2014: Human-centric Digital Age [10]
EC presentation - Types of actions and General Rules and Procedures [11]
EU-Japan Coordinated Call [16]
HORIZON 2020 - WORK PROGRAMME 2014 – 2015 - LEIT - ICT [22]
ICT 11. Future Internet Research & Experimentation (FIRE+) [18]
ICT 13 Specific Challenge Web Entrepreneurship [17]
ICT 7: Advanced cloud infrastructures and services [14]
ICT 9: Tools and Methods for Software Development [15]
Network Technologies [12]
Software and Services, Cloud [13]

Newsroom Item Type:
●

Call documents [23]

Our Targets:
●
●

Action 54: Develop a new generation of web-based applications and services [24]
Action 128: Web entrepreneurs action plan [25]

See also:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Telecoms and the Internet [26]
Cloud Computing [27]
Future Internet [28]
Startup Europe [29]
Innovation [30]
Startup Europe [31]
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